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Preface

Part I is a tree-by-tree description of the forest on
Gavan Hill. Part II backs up and takes a wider view of the
big-tree forest across the Tongass. In this context, you can
see how Gavan Forest “stacks up” against Alaska's finest
big-tree forest stands, and also imagine how it looked before
handlogging.
On the back cover of this guide is a stem map of the
two Landmark Tree acres we measured at Gavan Forest.
Coordinates are
used throughout
the text to refer to
features on this
map. For example,
the intersection of
Gavan Hill Trail
and the Cross
Trail is at h-10.
I’ve written
this guide for the
layperson with a
strong interest in
forests and
natural history.
Some concepts
require technical
terms, which I’ve
identified in bold

The Landmark Trees Project is an effort to find,
describe and understand the most magnificent forests of
Southeast Alaska. Founded in 1996 by Sam Skaggs of
Alaska Research Voyages, Inc, the project has documented
74 one-acre stands across the Tongass as of 2004.
Landmark Tree (LT) forests are scored according to
the dimensions of the largest tree and the wood volume of
the surrounding acre. They are also assessed for ecological
values such as bear habitat. The project involves residents
all over Southeast Alaska who seek deeper familiarity with
their backyard treasures.
Most of our Landmark Tree sites are far from towns.
They’re usually on salmon streams–very sensitive habitat
for animals like brown and black bear. But in Ketchikan,
Petersburg, Sitka, and Kake, we've described big-tree forests
that are quickly reached on trails. These forest walks are
already known, loved and heavily used by residents. While
these 4 Community Landmark Tree Stands might not score
as high as our remote LT sites, they're perfect places to learn
about Alaska’s giant spruce forest. Armed with printouts of
the detailed maps in this guide, you can locate individual
trees, learn their ages, physical dimensions, and responses
to past windstorms, floods or handlogging. Discussion of
the streamside or riparian understory flora and fauna
explains why we’ve come to feel that the association of
spruce, salmon, bear, eagle, devil's club and alluvium defines
the core terrestrial community on the Tongass.
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italic, and explained in the glossary on page 21.
If this booklet fulfills its mission, people will take a
closer look at the big trees of Gavan Forest. We are concerned, however, about possible trampling impacts. It would
be ironic if our attempt to promote the big-tree forest
resulted in destruction of fragile herbs and mosses, or
haphazard creation of new, informal trails. Little is known
about long term effects of soil compaction on roots of
ancient trees. In some popular big-tree stands of the Pacific
Northwest, declining tree vigor has forced managers to
contain foot traffic with handrails and platforms. Please stay
on the trails when examining Gavan Forest. There are plenty
of wilder forests better suited to off-trail explorations.

The Community Landmark Trees Project has been a
collaborative effort. In every community, I’ve been assisted,
transported, fed, and treated to long discussions with
members of local conservation groups. Experts from the
Forest Service and Alaska Dept of Fish and Game have
explained the subtleties of tree growth and mortality, soils,
statistics, photo interpretation, wildlife, plant associations,
trail-planning and management issues. After 8 years of
“landmarking,” it would be hard to say whether the great
places I’ve explored or the great people I’ve met have been
the richer reward.
Richard Carstensen, 2004

Part I – Gavan Forest
Sudying the site
On August 23rd, 2000, Jonas Parker
and I began mapping and measuring trees in
a majestic patch of forest behind Sitka.
Throughout the following week, many Sitka
residents joined us to take their turn at coring
trees or reading off angles and bearings and
distances.
We laid out two "Landmark Acres,"
one centered on the trail intersection and the
other at the creek bridge 150 yards east.
Landmark assessments give a score to these
one-acre patches, based on dimensions of
their biggest individual trees, combined with
the gross volume of the surrounding acre.
The heart of our study of Gavan Forest Jonas coring a 16" spruce at k-32, Gavan East. This tree and the 41"
was a detailed stem map (page 22) showing
spruce in foreground both germinated in the first decade of this century.
every tree over 5 inches in diameter, down
Both experienced a surge in growth in the mid 1950s.
logs, understory vegetation, etc. Gavan East
is a complete stem map of all living and dead trees down to
scraggly pines and yellow cedars on the wet sphagnum peat
5" in diameter. At Gavan West, we mapped only larger
behind Sitka are older than most of the towering spruces of
trunks, logs, and trees of special interest near the trail.
Gavan Forest! Drainage dictates tree growth rates in rainy
Height, diameter and crown depth (the portion of a
Southeast, and although bog fringes are marginal habitat for
tree's total height with living foliage) were measured with
conifers, those that do gain foothold are spared the costly
laser rangefinder and clinometer for all mapped trees. Many
competition with more vigorous overtopping competitors.
trees, both large and small, were cored with an increment
Though not productive by foresters' standards, peatland
borer to learn approximate age, and for clues about stand
forests are relatively stable habitats in which small cedars
history. Setting up an old fashioned plane table on a tripod,
can live for many centuries.
we drew rays from a series of map stations toward every tree
Above an elevation of 40 feet throughout Sitka,
we could see, marking off the distances given by the laser
volcanic ash from Mount Edgecumbe forms a blanket on
readings.
level and gently sloping surfaces to an average depth of 5
feet. Undisturbed ash beds are firm, but when excavated
Social and geologic history of the Gavan Forest
they liquify. Ash has relatively poor drainage and forests on
this surface rarely attain great stature.
area
Many of these forests have been logged. During the
Sitka was a thriving Russian port before San Francisco
even existed. The long history of Russian and US settlement Russian period, much of the land behind Sitka was cut for
timber, firewood and charcoal. These are the earliest known
makes it somewhat challenging to piece together the
clearcuts in Southeast Alaska, some dating to the 1840s.
sequence of changes along Gavan Hill Trail over the past
Between the open bogs at the base of Gavan Hill Trail
two centuries. If the Tlingit warrior Katlian walked Gavan Hill
and the tall spruces on Gavan Fan, the old logging path
Trail today, which parts would look familiar to him, and
climbs and drops over gentle hills of greywacke bedrock
which would be unrecognisable?
mantled with till and ash, at an elevation of 150 to 180 feet.
Certainly, the bogs have changed little. Many of the
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Gavan Fan include sand, gravel, cobbles
and even boulders. Alluvium is usually
well drained, thus an optimum foundation
for big tree growth in rain country. Our 2
Community Landmark acres occupy the
steep 8o to 12o alluvial slope of Gavan Fan.

The story in tree rings
Which are the oldest and youngest
trees at Gavan Forest? Which are growing
fastest? Slowest? And those huge,
decomposing handlogged stumps; when
were they cut? Coring trees with an
increment borer can shed light on all of
these questions.
My longest borer is 24 inches, so if
a tree is more than 4 feet in diameter at
core height, we can't reach the "pith" or
Freshly exposed ash over glacial till beside the new boardwalk at Baranof
center ring. In most cases only a few
trailhead. Fine, air-borne volcanic ash settled in deep layers throughout
inches were missed, and my estimates of
Sitka when Mount Edgecumbe erupted 12- to 14,000 years ago. Here, the
the tree's decade of germination are
orange-tan ash rests directly on a mix of grey sand, cobbles and boulders
probably correct to within 10 or 20 years.
(till) left by glaciers which covered Sitka just prior to the eruption.
Core samples were glued to boards
and sanded. By examining the position of
a cored tree on the stem map, its position relative to larger
Oldest trees are too small and young to be Russian-era
and smaller neighbors, and proximity to cut or naturally
second growth. Few sizable stumps are left from any
fallen trees, the patterns in rings begin to make sense. In
previous forest. Dead alders are scattered through the stand,
consistently moist Southeast Alaska, patterns in ring width
along with occasional fence posts. Early in this century,
have less to do with regional climatic fluctuations than with
cows and pigs were grazed on much of the land behind Sitka
events close to the tree such as floods, blowdown, and
that once had been forested. This could account for the
competition with neighbors. Tree ring study lets us read the
fence posts, and also explain the now-dead alders, which
forest like a Sherlock Holmes novel.
germinated on the bare, trampled mineral soil. Much of the
In handlogged forests it's usually possible to deterlower trail is thus covered by ~70-year-old “third-growth,”
mine the precise year of logging by looking at annual rings
that colonized abandoned pasture (see 1929 aerial photos on
from surviving trees. Growth increases dramatically in the
page 19). Third-growth forests are abundant in the eastern
following year or two; this is called release by foresters. But
US but quite rare in Alaska.
After 700 arrowstraight yards, Gavan Hill
Trail reaches the toe of a
large alluvial fan, and
immediately the trees
become bigger. Alluvium
is material deposited by
moving water. Particles are
sorted (roughly the same
grain size), often arranged
in distinct layers, and on

Bog near the Gavan Hill
trailhead at Baranof. The
big Gavan Forest spruces
are especially striking
after a 20 minute
approach through
surrounding scrub forest
and bog on poorly
drained surfaces.
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polished with
progressively finer
sandpaper until the
rings, packed like
pages of a book,
can be clearly
distinguished.
Tracing these rings
back through the
centuries, you
quickly leave
behind the period
Section from core of a hemlock at k-9, in Gavan West. The tree is 80' tall and 20" in diameter where of historical record
and enter the Little
cored, about 30" above mineral soil. Germinating in about the 1850s in fairly open conditions, it
Ice Age, when only
grew rapidly for a few decades, then slowed to a crawl as canopy closed at the end of the 19th
the Tlingit inhabCentury. In 1918, when the hemlock was only 6" in diameter and about 40' tall, it was "released."
ited this archiWere the big neighboring spruces cut a year or two prior to 1918?
pelago.
So where at Gavan Forest are such ancient trees? And
at Gavan Forest the evidence is more complicated.
how can you recognise them without the aid of an increment
Handlogging here seems to have taken place over a more
extended period, which fits with what we know about Sitka's borer? Bring your booklet, and maybe a plant guide, and let's
go for a walk...
long history of Russian and American settlement. The core
section shown here from hemlock k-9 suggests nearby
logging around 1917, but at Gavan East it appears that trees
A walk through Gavan Forest
were felled well prior to the turn of the century.
In addition to coordinates, the map at the back of this
A few very old trees occur at Gavan Forest. The
guide has circled numbers corresponding to interpretive
oldest are not necessarily the largest in diameter or height.
stops described below. Our tour begins at the intersection of
Some of the 18"-diameter subcanopy hemlocks are older
the Gavan Hill and Cross Trails (1), at coordinates h-10 on
than the 50"-diameter spruces that now shade them.
the site map. From here we move west along the Cross Trail,
Hemlocks grow more slowly and erratically than spruces,
beyond the border of Gavan West Landmark acre (3) to a
responding to the demise or flourishing of competing
recent clearcut on city land. We then return to the intersecneighbors.
tion and head east on the Cross Trail to the creek in Gavan
Counting rings from a very old, slow-growing tree is
East. At j-38 (8) we examine the Gavan East Big Tree.
best done with a binocular dissecting scope. Samples are
View east to the intersection. Spruce log in center, paralleling the Cross Trail, was dropped
from a stump at e-15 and partially bucked up but never removed. Wood is still sound after a
minimum of 60 years; two spruces growing on it germinated in the 1940s.
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1 The intersection
When I enter a forest
with students, I usually try
to jumpstart the "detective
process" with a string of
questions about age. Only
when we address the
"history" in natural history
does a forest's character
reveal itself. Which of
these two trees is older?
How long has this down
log been rotting? What did
this stand look like 100
years ago?
Especially in a big
tree forest like this one, it's
easy to imagine that the
stand has "always" looked
this way, at least in a
humanly-meaningful time
frame. But in Gavan Forest,
it doesn't take long to
notice the logged stumps

of long-dead trees, much
larger than anything alive
today. There are people
still living in Sitka who as
children walked through a
clearing at this intersection, open to the sun and
filled only with scattered
survivors too small or
gnarly to have interested
the handloggers. And what
did the original, prelogging forest look like,
that their parents knew?
How did the logging
occur? As a short, concerted effort, or one tree at
a time over a period of
decades? To answer that
let's look at two kinds of
clues: release dates of trees
that survived logging; and
germination times of trees
that colonized the site by
seed after logging ("seedin trees").
The hemlock at k-8
Measuring Gavan West Big Tree (k-8) at 10 feet above ground.
shows release in 1918.
Another hemlock at d-19,
have been uprooted by winds after the cutting of neighbors,
midway between the two Landmark Acres, released strongly
which opened the canopy and exposed its crown?
in 1921. These hemlocks and several smaller ones returned
These clues suggest that logging at Gavan West
to a period of very tight rings after the 1950s; this is when
began slightly before the turn of the century, and extended
faster-growing young spruces elbowed their foliage into the
into the 1920s.
Gavan West clearing. Release dates are of course much more
accurate for disturbance dating than are the ages of first
2 Gavan West Big Tree
"seed-in" trees, which only give minimum time since
The largest tree in a Landmark Trees acre is referred to
logging. Unfortunately, there are few trees in Gavan Forest
as the Big Tree. A diameter tape translates circumference
that substantially pre-date logging, and most of them are
into diameter. Big spruces usually have broadly flaring root
hemlocks so contorted by fluting that coring is difficult.
buttresses, so we wrap our tape at 10 feet up from the center
On the map you will find that germination times for
point of the tree, sometimes a rather gymnastic exercise. The
cored trees near the intersection range from 1900 to 1940.
Gavan West Big Tree is 56 inches in diameter at 10 feet up.
Few of these seed-in trees got started on bare mineral soil;
Its height is 150 feet. The combined height and diameter
most sprouted on nurse stumps and nurse logs. At h-11, five
yield a rather meager score by Landmark Tree standards. See
yards southeast of the intersection, we cored a "mated" 30"
page 21 to compare these measurements with those of our
spruce and 6" hemlock, growing tightly together on a stump.
highest-scoring LT forests.
Both germinated in the 1910s. The more recent germination
Even this tree, the largest at Gavan West, probably
dates - two spruces from the 1940s - are for trees on the big
seeded in after human disturbance; its origins in about the
nurse log south of the Cross Trail. That doesn't necessarily
1870s considerably postdate the earliest Russian logging at
mean that this log was dropped 30 years later than stumps
Sitka.
supporting 1910s seed-ins. Saplings on down logs usually
die when the rotting bark slips off. Only after a log is
West on the Cross Trail
barkless does it make a reliable nurse. Barkless tops of cut
Every hemlock we cored at Gavan West has slowed
stumps can be colonized more quickly.
dramatically
in radial growth during the past half century.
Southwest of the intersection is the pad of a huge
Partly
this
is
due
to competition from faster growing spruce,
uprooted spruce which supports 7 mapped conifers along its
but
there
are
other
factors involved. Gazing into the hemlock
150-foot length. On top of the root mass at i-9 we cored a
crowns,
it's
hard
to
miss the swollen and proliferating branch
spruce that germinated in the 1910s. This tree fell around
clusters
called
witches
brooms. These are caused by
1900. But why? Still sound after a century on the ground, it
hemlock
dwarf
mistletoe,
a parasitic seed-bearing plant
was probably alive and sturdy when it toppled. Could it
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Witches brooms and fluting on hemlock at g-38. Tree is
about 130 years old. Fluting is caused by uneven
distribution of carbohydrates below an obstruction like a
dead branch. Annual rings then develop asymmetrically.
The deeply fluted hemlocks of Gavan West and Totem Park
are clear indicators of major stand disturbances within
historic times.
Proceeding westward on the Cross Trail, keep an eye
out for the largest spruces. Sadly, it appears that the oldest
monarchs, who managed to survive the handlogging era, are
now succumbing to spruce aphids. We may soon be left
with only the vigorous, 100- to 150-year post-logging "seedin" spruces as the new dominants of Gavan Forest.

3 Clearcut
About 100 yards from the border of Gavan West, you
step into a small gap at the edge of a large, recent clearcut
that defines the border between City and Mental Health
Trust land. Interlocking branches of the densely packed
small trees cast such deep shade that my camera required an
8-second exposure to photograph the understory. In such
dim light virtually no plants can grow. The ground is
obscured with a tangle of slash and limbs fallen from the
"self-thinning" conifers. Compared to understory succession in the selectively cut Gavan Forest, this second-growth
will remain poor deer habitat for many decades to come.
Even 100 years after cutting, few forbs or shrubs will
colonize.

4 North and east of the intersection
Return to the trail intersection, to examine a pair of
young spruces with
fairly unusual features
for Gavan Forest. If you
step north up the
Gavan Hill Trail for
about 20 paces, you'll
see to the left at e-8 a
50" diameter spruce,
130 feet tall. The bark of
this tree is nearly
obscured in places by a
thick "fur" of
epicormic branches.
Normal spruce
branches connect back
through the heartwood
all the way to the pith,
or center ring.
Epicormic branches
sprout from the exterior
of the tree in response
to suddenly increased
light. The branches on
spruce e-8 may have

whose roots penetrate the hemlock cambium. Mistletoe
slows height and diameter growth, and increases susceptibility to insects and wood decay fungi.
Fluted hemlocks are common in Gavan Forest.
Foresters try to minimize fluting in managed stands, because
logs are hard to debark for pulping. It's not a disease or
deformity, however. Fluting and associated buttressing of
tree bases actually increases hemlock resistance to wind
stress. Fluting is commonest in stands with only a thin soil
mantle over gravel, and where a severe disturbance like
logging or windthrow results in rapid growth of young
hemlocks. That exactly describes the Gavan West forest in
the first half of this century, when
fluting reached its peak.
Today's 100- to 150-year
old hemlocks are at their
peak convolution. In
another century the
folds will begin to fill in.

Fluting peaks at about
100 years. Sketch adapted from

Epicormic branching

Julin & Farr
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Pitchouts, f-10
open-grown spruce
resulted from the
recent small
canopy opening to
the west.
At f-10, east
of the Gavan Hill
Trail, stands a 45"
spruce with
profusely bleeding
sap. Entomologists
refer to this
defensive strategy
as pitchouts, the
tree's attempt to
Hemlock on left is typical of Gavan Forest: ~100 years old,
physically repel
spindly branches, strong fluting, witches brooms. Hemlock
invading bark
j-20 on right is more unusual. Massive branches indicate
beetles. This tree's
greater age. Once it too was strongly fluted, but folds have
growth rate has
filled in. It germinated in the mid-1700s, grew slowly for
declined smoothly
the first century, then released in 1850. Growth was then
over its 100-year
moderate through about 1950, when, like most Gavan
life, and the last 10
hemlocks, it slowed to a crawl.
growth rings span
less than half an
ing to human bushwackers, such thickets are candy shops
inch. Bark beetle
for foraging brown bears, who prefer berries produced in
studies have
clusters to those borne singly like blueberry.
shown that trees
"Clusterberries" like devils club can be eaten 20-to-awith this growth
mouthful. On our most active alluvial Landmark Tree plots,
rate can usually
pitch out beetles. If riddled with gaps, the entire acre is engulfed in devil's club,
stink currant, and salmonberry.
ringwidth continues to decrease,
6 Gavan East
spruce f-10 may succumb to girdling by the laterally spreadGavan East has more big spruces than Gavan West,
ing larval galleries.
but they are not old. Most germinated between 1870 and
The f-10 tree is also one of the few open-grown
1900. The most impressive of these "teenagers" is the
spruces in this part of Gavan Forest. These are trees with
spruce at j-31, which is the same age as the Gavan West Big
whorls of branch stubs extending from the base upwards,
Tree. The core sample shows a minor release in the 1920s.
evidence that few competitors grew nearby in the early
decades. Since most spruces 60- to 120-years old at
Gavan Forest lack the open-grown form, we can
Foamflower in bloom.
picture a post-logging stand that was fairly open to
the sun but with scattered survivors. This prevented most new saplings from investing heavily in
big, low branches.

5 Canopy gaps
On the east border of Gavan West, you enter
the largest of the canopy gaps shown on the stem
map. This gap is also visible on the 1987 stereogram. Tall thickets of salmonberry, devil's club and
red elderberry flourish in openings like these. In
early summer, the lush deciduous tangle becomes
an insect factory, which attracts breeding populations of thrushes, warblers, flycatchers, kinglets
and wrens. Later, the ripened berries help fatten
birds for the coming migration. Although unappeal-
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Several other spruces and hemlocks began life here in the
1870s. One was released briefly in 1913. The 25" hemlock on
a nurse log at m-28 sprouted in the 1860s and grew at
exceptional speed for two decades. It slowed at the turn of
the century, then was released again in 1913. From these
pieces of evidence it seems that Gavan East was heavily
disturbed in the 1860s or 1870s, around the time of the US
purchase of Alaska, and then again to a lesser degree in the
1910s.

the oldest tree on any Community Landmark Forest.
Because the center of this spruce is rotten, we'll
probably never know the exact age or even the century of
germination. We cored from two sides, in each case extracting about 15 inches of sound wood, each with about 500
annual rings!
With a diameter of 82" at core height, the pith or center
ring should be at about 40" into the tree. We therefore
missed about 25 inches, and the rings at the far end of our
sample (from the 1500s) are as tight as those of the 20th
century. Of course, it's common for trees to grow rapidly in
the first few centuries and then slow down, but it seems safe
to guess that this spruce is a minimum of 700 years old. It
may conceivably have spanned the entire second millennium.
In 1915, the Big Tree doubled its ring width for several
years, coinciding with minor releases for several nearby

7 Riparian versus upland vegetation
Gavan Fan holds examples of 2 plant associations: in
wetter places, a riparian understory type, and elsewhere,
plants more typical of upland hemlock-dominated old
growth. In general, upland slopes support the "winter deer
forest." Key plants here are those which keep deer alive
through snowy winters: blueberry and huckleberry, whose
leafless stems are browsed, and evergreen forbs
like ground dogwood, fern-leaf goldthread, fiveleafed bramble, and shield fern. (See inside back
cover.)
This upland association dominates under
the shadier forests, on the more stable surfaces
of Gavan Fan, away from the swales which carry
water during heavy rains. Although critical for
winter deer survival, this association is simple
and of relatively low diversity compared to the
flora of gaps, stream margins, and seeps.
In contrast, the riparian flora could be
thought of as the "summer deer forest." Instead
of evergreen forbs, most streamside herbs wilt
and die back in September. But in summer, plants
such as deerheart, yellow wood violet and
rattlesnake plantain are more succulent and
palatable than the leathery-leaved evergreens so
critical in winter. The only common riparian plant
which remains available to deer in winter is
foamflower.

8 Gavan East Big Tree
The Big Tree for Gavan East lies just
outside of the Landmark acre at j-38. This is the
big tree that most afficionados of the Cross Trail
have admired. A true pillar, it tapers only 7 inches
from dbh (82") to its 10-foot measurement of 75."
The top is broken off at 135 feet, so that its score
by either Landmark Trees or national standards
is rather low. But most of us appreciate a tree's
girth more readily than we do its height, and this
is a very massive spruce. What really distinguishes it, however, is cryptic; this is probably
Gavan East Big Tree (see also cover photo) at j38. View from SE. Spiral grain may have saved
it from handlogging. Massive vertical branch
from an old injury. Thin crown typical of old,
slow-growing trees. Cluster of large epicormic
branches at 30 feet.
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Growth rate of Gavan
East Big Tree, past 5
centuries. Direct
relationships of ring
width to glacial
episode and logging
are not implied, but
the sustained increase
through the early
1900s is interesting.
Note that these
decadal averages
cannot show brief
release.

trees, but more interesting is the sustained increase in
growth rate from the 1870s through the 1940s. Perhaps the
surroundings continued to open up during this period due
to combined logging and blowdown of uncut trees.
This tree's age is all the more amazing considering the
surface on which it grows: an alluvial fan at the foot of a
steep mountainside, subjected over the centuries to repeated flood-borne gravels and cobbles and occasional
debris torrents. The tree's position on the fan may be
significant. It occupies a lobe or convexity within the fan,
evident from the map contours and noticeable on the cover

photo. Apparently this microsite has been relatively stable
during the past millenium.
Several unusual looking sprays of branches emerge
from single points along the lower half of the trunk. These
are old epicormic branches which survived to large size.
(The onset of epicormic branching was illustrated for spruce
e-8 in Gavan West.) Such branches form in response to
suddenly increased light. Silviculturalist Jim Russell has
seen this happen to trees that lost their tops. If that's the
case here, then coring the epicormic branches might yield a
date for the storm that scalped the Big Tree. A good candidate year is 1829, when ring width was halved,
remaining extremely slow for 4 decades thereafter.
Growth has been "normal" for the past half
century. Will Gavan West Big Tree weather the current
onslaught of aphids, and - maybe more threatening two legged tree lovers? Our cover photo shows
trampling damage, and I watched bicyclists leave the
trail here to avoid the steps. Please do your part to
minimize root compaction damage to Big Tree as it
enters its second millennium. This is a tree we
shouldn't hug.

Handlogged stump, south from the bridge in Gavan
East, at n-30. Most of the obviously handlogged
stumps with springboard notches are found in Gavan
West. Logging on Gavan East occurred earlier; stump
decomposition eventually obscured the springboard
notches. Several large stumps in Gavan East are the
same height as the cut ones in Gavan West, and some
have no nearby large logs on the ground.
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Gavan Forest plants
most common names follow Pojar & MacKinnon's Plants of the Pacific Northwest Coast.
* = not native; an introduced species
TREES
Sitka spruce Picea sitchensis • the inspiration for this booklet; largest species on plot

FERNS AND CLUB MOSSES
lady fern Athyrium felix-femina • tallest fern

western hemlock Tsuga heterophylla • shade tolerant; numerically more common

Braun's holly fern Polystichum braunii • north of Gavan East Big Tree
shield fern Dryopteris expansa • taller than the following forest ferns; winter deer food

SHRUBS
devil's club Oplopanax horridum • in patches, especially under gaps

oak fern Gymnocarpium dryopteris • abundant with shield fern in upland parts of plot
deer fern Blechnum spicant • leathery fronds; winter deer food

red elderberry Sambucus racemosa • especially on stumps and logs
early blueberry Vaccinium ovalifolium • deer food, medium browse sign, summer 2000

beech fern Thelypteris phegopteris • on stump near Gavan East Big Tree
licorice fern Polypodium glycyrrhiza • high on tree limbs; runners taste like licorice

Alaska blueberry V. alaxensis • less common than early blueberry; later fruiting
red huckleberry V. parvifolium • the prefered Vaccinium for deer in winter

MOSSES & LIVERWORTS (the littlest mosses & liverworts are hard to ID; these are

rusty menziesia Menziesia ferruginia • sparse; one plant in Gavan East
stink currant Ribes bracteosum • uncommon; typical on more active alluvium

the easy ones)
white-toothed sphagum moss Sphagnum girgensohnii • at pt 4 in Gavan East

salmonberry Rubus spectabilis • dense thickets; the dominant in gaps

haircap mosses Polytrichum & Pogonatum spp. • erect-stemmed clusters, logs
badge moss Plagiomnium insigne • uncommon, in wet seeps with snake liverwort

FOREST HERBS AND GRASSES
small-flowered woodrush Luzula parviflora • gap between plots

fan moss Rhizomnium glabrescens • everywhere, but especially on logs
Menzies tree moss Leucolepis menziesii • woody stem; by creek in Gavan East

unidentified grass • by creek in Gavan East
deerheart Maianthemum dilatatum • important summer deer food

hanging moss Antitrichia curtipendula • epiphyte on tree limbs; sparse here
coiled-leaf moss Hypnum circinale • crawling up bark of trees

clasping twisted stalk Streptopus amplexifolius • edible shoots in spring
rosy twisted stalk Streptopus roseus • deer food, succulent

lanky moss Rhytidiadelphus loreus • commonest forest moss
step moss Hylocomium splendens • with lanky moss dominates forest understory

sweet cicely Osmorhiza sp • near Gavan East bridge; pinched seeds smell like licorice
ground dogwood Cornus canadensis • critical winter deer food

waxy-leaved cotton moss Plagiothecium undulatum • tree bases, flattened, pale green
fork moss Dicranum fuscescens • tufts on tree bark

enchanter’s nightshade Circaea alpina • in seep to the east of Gavan East
single delight Monesus uniflora • commonest under hemlocks

cedar-shake liverwort Plagiochila porelloides • inconspicuous but widespread
unidentified leafy liverworts in the Jungermanniales • many species, epiphytes

fern-leafed goldthread Coptis asplenifolia • surprizingly common for an alluvial site
five-leafed bramble Rubus pedatus • critical winter deer food

snake liverwort Conocephalum conicum • wet seeps with skunk cabbage & foamflower

foamflower Tiarella trifoliata • associate of devils club understory; deer food
yellow wood violet Viola glabella • wettest & lushest sites; great salad green

LICHENS (epiphytes are oddly sparse in this stand compared to other LT sites; pulp
mill pollution?)

Hornmann's willowherb Epilobium hornemannii • gap near clearcut
small bedstraw Galium trifidum • by creek in Gavan East

fairy vomit lichen Icmadophila sp. • rotten wood by trail in Gavan West
beard lichen Usnea spp. • tree branches, choice deer food when they can reach it

rattlesnake plantain Prenanthes alata • by creek in Gavan East; also grazed by deer
fir clubmoss Lycopodium selago • by creek in Gavan East

witch’ hair Alectoria sarmentosa • like Usnea, key winter deer forage

Common Forest Plants
Riparian
Shrubs

Upland
Herbs

Shrubs
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Herbs

Part II – Giant forests of
Southeast Alaska
Context - forest types of Southeast
The truly magnificent big tree forests of the
Tongass cover only a tiny fraction of the landscape.
Even on lowland sites, spruce and hemlock fail to
achieve their potential growth for one of two basic
reasons: either soil is too wet, or some disturbance
like blowdown or logging has set back the successional clock.
Where water table lies close to the surface, tree
roots suffocate, resulting in widely spaced small
hemlocks, pines and cedars. These stands have small
average diameter and few trees per acre. Stand
volume, expressed in thousand board feet per acre
(mbf), is low. Trees may be extremely old, however.
On slopes exposed to southerly gales,
blowdown stands are prevalent. These young,
regenerating forests have small diameters but many
trees per acre. Crowded canopies look smoothtextured from the air. Volume can be surprisingly high
in these even-aged forests as they mature beyond
100 years. Densely stocked hemlock stands commonly register more than 50 mbf.
On upland sites that are both reasonably welldrained and wind-protected, uneven-aged oldgrowth forest eventually develops. Typical locations
are north-facing lee hillsides, but patches of old
growth are scattered over most slopes and aspects.
Although the largest trees are usually spruce,
hemlock is commonly more than 70% of stand
volume. Gaps in the old-growth canopy provide light
to the understory, resulting in good winter deer
forage. Gross volume is often high, but much of it is
unmerchantable due to decay of the many old
hemlocks. The profile on p. 13 suggests there may be
as much volume in some mature, well-stocked
blowdown forests as in "wind-sheltered old growth."
Most Landmark sites grow not on upland, but
bottomland sediments deposited by streams and
rivers. This includes floodplain surfaces created
over millennia by the deposits of rivers, and alluvial
fans created where streams come off steep slopes
onto gentler ones. Forests here have some of the
largest spruces on the Tongass. Large canopy gaps
promote luxuriant understory, tending more toward
devil's club and salmonberry than to the blueberry
shrubs of upland hemlock-dominated old growth.
Spruce-dominated alluvial stands are not only
guardians of watershed stability and of wildlife
communities revolving around salmon; they're also
the most valuable commercially. Today,
"landmarkers" must seek out the few alluvial forests
that escaped both selective handlogging in the early
twentieth century, and intensive clearcutting that
began in the 1950s.
Even more completely eliminated were the great

Poorly drained hemlock, “forested wetland,” often very old.

High-volume hemlock blowdown ~120 years old, even aged.

High-volume upland old growth, uneven ages and sizes.
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The combination of tree
diameter and stand density
explains more about stand
structure than volume can.

karst forests of the
Tongass. Karst refers to a
distinctive landscape developing on water-soluble limestone
and marble. This carbonate bedrock
is common on northern Prince of Wales, Kuiu, and eastern Chichagof
Islands.
In 1999 we assessed a new #1 LT forest near Kake. The state's
largest and second largest known spruces stand 130 feet apart on this
acre. By national protocol, they score 651 and 613 points, compared to
the official state champion at 556 points. They're rooted in deep loam
over volcanic breccia interbedded with fine grey limestone. One is 11
feet dbh and 225 feet tall.
Compared to alluvial stands, karst forests are hard to find on aerial
photos. Small unmapped patches of carbonate rock are scattered less
predictably than alluvial landforms over the landscape. We can't expect
to find new big-tree karst stands at the rate we document alluvial sites.
We must find and protect these remaining tiny fragments.

Landmark assessments
The Landmark Trees assessment procedure was developed by
Matt Kirchhoff, ADFG. The method results in a score for a one-acre
patch of forest, the most majestic stand we can find in the watershed.
Half of the score comes from the dimensions of the biggest individual
tree. We measure diameter at 10 feet from the ground rather than at
"breast height" (4.5 feet). Otherwise, our protocol closely resembles that
of big tree programs throughout the country that rank state and national
champions.
But Matt's idea was to broaden the assessment to characterize a
forest, rather than a single impressive tree. The second half of the
Clinometer gives angle to tree top; rangefinder gives distance;
caliper gives diameter.

Number of Landmark assessments per ecological
province in Southeast Alaska
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Measuring diameter at 10 feet above center point, avoiding
flare at base.
Landmark Trees score derives from the volume (mbf) of the
surrounding acre. Heights are measured for sample trees
chosen by a "variable radius" point sampling method, then
entered into a table to compute volume.
John Caouette, statistician, USFS, has refined the
Landmark assessment procedure. We can now compare
average diameters, heights, standard deviations, etc. to data
collected by the Forest Service in thousands of randomly
selected stands throughout the Tongass.
To evaluate understory we use the Kirchhoff/Hanley

deer winter range quick cruise. This method scores for
availability of key forage shrubs and forbs, and for winter
snow conditions, moderated by such factors as canopy
closure, elevation, aspect, distance from the beach, etc.
Most Landmark Tree forests flunk the deer winter
range test. Understories are usually devil's club/foamflower
rather than blueberry/ground dogwood, and the streamside
bottomlands often collect cold air and a deep, long-lasting
snowpack.
But the streamside community blossoms in summer.
The classic riparian Landmark forest is the spruce-salmonbear-eagle-devil's club-alluvium association (see logo, page
2). To score it, we developed a riparian bear habitat assessment. A perfect scoring late-summer bear habitat has a heavy
pink or chum run with shallow fishing riffles, bordered by an
open-canopied alluvial spruce forest over dense thickets of
fruiting devil's club, salmonberry and stink currant. Unlike
the perfect winter deer forest, the ultimate summer bear
forest is more than a mile from the beach, beyond the range
of most hunters and tourists.
That describes the majority of our Landmark Tree
forests. Even in watersheds that were never clearcut,
handloggers removed the biggest spruces from the coastal
fringes and lower stream reaches. On the larger streams,
skilled handloggers could float logs out at flood stage. It's
common for us to bushwack more than a mile upstream
before locating a stand worthy of assessment.
About 30% of our Landmark forests were made known
to us through word of mouth. My growing wish list has
about 100 more sites recommended by outdoorspeople
throughout Southeast. We found several other stands by
perusing the new generation of Forest Service maps that
delineate "vegetation structure." And we constantly rely on
air photos taken by NASA (high elevation, "big picture")
and USFS (lower and more detailed). Air photos viewed in
stereo help not just for finding the biggest forests in a
watershed, but for off-trail routefinding and for deepened

Blue bar representing stand score is average of green bar for Big Tree score and brown bar for volume. “Ghost LT” on the
left is a logged karst stand (reconstructed from stump measurements) that scores almost 50% higher than any living LT
acre we’ve studied. Next are the top-scoring living Landmark acre, and the top volume–170 mbf–we've encountered on a
Landmark site (note however that there were no remarkably large trees on the highest volume acre). Of the 4 CLT forests,
Kake's ranks first due to the high volume of its vigorous young spruces. The other CLT forests show disparity between
impressive Big Tree scores and relatively low stand volume.
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Ancient 10.5-foot dbh spruce on karst. This
one and a close neighbor are the two largest
known trees in Alaska.
familiarity with your favorite places.Visit your
Forest Service or Fish and Game air photo
collection and ask for a tour!

Remote sites and community sites
Deep into a 2-week solo kayak trip I
stumbled upon an unforgettable forest. Big
chum salmon spurted ahead of me through the
6-inch-deep water as I waded upstream. On a
bar next to enormous spruces were 3 different
sizes of brown bear tracks. I nervously spoke
aloud the entire time I was measuring; "Nice
bedroom you've got here. . . love the ceilings!"
Stepping backward, sighting up a plumb bob to
measure the crown spread of a tree that
comfortably beat the official state record
spruce, I realized I was standing in freshly
shredded fish. We want people to know about
these places. But they're also the forests most
deserving of anonymity.
An opinionnaire mailed out to folks
closely involved with the Landmark Trees
project asked whether we should publish the
whereabouts of our remote LT forests. The
vote regarding confidentiality was unanimous;
leave these off-trail places to the bears! That
consensus led us to the idea of creating
interpretive booklets for big-tree sites where
high use already occurs.
The 4 Community Landmark Tree forests (CLTs) are all
alluvial, yet quite distinctive. Ketchikan's Ward Creek CLT
forest contains the tallest and largest-diameter spruces. This
forest, though majestic, is but a shadow of the stand that
grew here before handlogging. In 1900 it might have ranked
with today's highest scoring LT forests.
Near Kake we selected a much younger stand on
Hamilton Creek. Closely spaced spruces up to 200 feet tall
have relatively small diameters but together yield 50% more
volume than on any other CLT forest.

Succession in LT forests
Many of our Landmark Tree stands are barely mature
enough to be considered "old growth." Such stands are

often 90% spruce by volume. Trees reach 200 feet, with full,
undamaged tops, yet rarely exceed 5 feet in diameter at 10
feet up. Large canopy gaps foster nearly complete cover of
devil's club/salmonberry thickets. Some gravel/cobble
surfaces are flooded annually.
In "middle age," a third of the volume may be hemlock.
Tree height and stand volume peak. On our finest alluvial LT
forests, volume reaches a plateau in middle age at about 140
mbf. Largest diameters are about 7 feet across at 10 feet up.
Blueberry joins devil's club in the understory, where
flooding now occurs less than once per century.
We've only assessed 2 extremely old alluvial sites.
Stream incision here has left the floodplain inactive for
millennia. Hemlock is ~70% of stand volume, but enormous
old spruces persist. By the time an Alaskan spruce reaches 8

Three stages in succession of
Landmark forests. To reach LT
status probably takes at least 200
years, so the term “youth” is
relative. Only after millennia do
Landmark stands show signs of
senescence.
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feet diameter at 10 feet up (~10 ft dbh), its top is usually
broken. Deeply furrowed bark suggests an age approaching
1000 years, but increment borers can't reach the pith of such
trees.

such forests were
once widespread.
There, recent GIS
(geographic information system) analysis
indicates that in most
"timber priority"
watersheds, 60 to 90%
of the alluvial
bottomland has been
logged. This figure
underrepresents total
loss, because the
remaining streamside
forest is inferior in
quality to the logged
stands.
Sacrifice of the
great riparian forest is
sobering, but loss of
our karst forest is
staggering. Today's
top 5 Landmark
forests would not
have made the top
1000 in 1950, before

What’s left?
To map the Tongass big-tree forest–as it once looked
and as it looks today–we need more information than just
volume. The highest volume that landmarkers have measured–170 mbf–was not in a big tree forest but in a densely
stocked stand of tall, medium-diameter trees! Most forest
ecologists now feel that attributes like trees-per-acre, mean
tree diameter (or its standard deviation), soil moisture, slope,
wind exposure, canopy texture and understory structure, are
more useful than volume in describing forest habitat.
The Forest Service has prepared these "vegetation
structure maps" for the entire Tongass. One mapped
category shows forests of large spruces with coarse canopy
on gentle alluvial slopes. On Mitkof Island, for example, this
“big-tree forest” is now reduced to about one half of one
percent of the landscape. The part of that which is truly of
Landmark caliber may be as little as 1 or 2%. We have yet to
find a superlative one-acre patch on Mitkof. The Mitkof
Landmark forest constitutes roughly one acre in 10,000.
Mitkof never did have extensive alluvial big tree
forests. But on Chichagof and northern Baranof islands

Handloggers on Long Island.

Trocadero Bay, Prince of Wales Island, 1979 This color infrared air photo shows a typical logging intensity in fairly
low-productive watersheds. (Productive lands are usually cut more heavily.) Trocadero’s gentle hills still have unlogged
scrubby forest. Originally the fan/floodplain big-tree forest occupied 7% of this scene. The 100-acre patch of remnant big
spruce at center now comprises 1.3%. Of that, only 1 or 2 acres are of outstanding Landmark caliber.
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industrial scale logging began. After measuring acreages
from pre-logging photographs, I concluded that the
lowland karst of northern Long Island alone held nearly
as much Landmark-caliber forest in the 1970s as
presently remains in all of Southeast Alaska.

Everything eats salmon, directly or indirectly. Even
songbird populations are denser on streams with salmon
runs; is this because fertilized shrubs and herbs support
more bird-feeding insects? Juvenile salmon themselves also benefit indirectly from the disintegrating
bodies of their parents, since they eat aquatic
invertebrates that feed in turn on the mat of algae,
fungi and bacteria covering fish carcasses.
Another branch of research still in its
infancy is probing the hyporheic zone, the
saturated sediment beneath and beside streams
and rivers where ground and surface water meet.
The rich but scarcely documented microfauna of
the hyporheic zone often dominate the biological
productivity of rivers. Beneath broad floodplains
the volume of hyporheic habitat may be 2000
times greater than actual channel volume, yet we
rarely consider the implications. Hyporheic
upwellings supply alder- and salmon-derived
nutrients to side-slough algal colonies and to
soils far from the channel, storing and spreading
these growth-enhancers throughout the alluvium.
Each closer look astonishes. Among giant
trees and brown bears, we may neglect to look
down–to run our fingers through the moss–and
wonder why such a community has flowered
beside the stream.

The “core community”
Exciting interdisciplinary research is uncovering relationships between salmon and salmonberries, upwellings and nutrient pulses, nitrogen and
riparian birds, that few suspected a decade ago.
For those of us who've been splashing up
streams in search of big trees, these findings
reinforce a growing belief that the riparian
community of spruce, salmon, bear, eagle and
devil's club is the foundation of our bioregion's
fertility. Birds, mammals, and fish from every
surrounding terrestrial and marine community
migrate here annually to partake of the stream's
bounty.
One branch of the research employs isotopic
markers to identify marine-derived nutrients
returned to the land by spawning salmon. These
nutrients end up not only in terrestrial salmon
predators and scavengers, but in riparian vegetation like devil’s club and stink currant many yards
from the stream. On some streams bears carry half
of the spawners to shore, where the fish either
decompose or return to the soil as bear scat,
providing nitrogen, phosphorus, carbon and
micronutrients.

stink currant
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Appendix - maps, charts and stereograms

Gavan West 1900 AD

Gavan West today

Stand Visualization System (SVS) images from July 2000 survey
In SVS we enter tree heights, diameters, crown depth and X-Y position to create computer-generated views from any angle
(vertical, profile, or oblique) of mapped forest stands–in this case a one-acre square. Using stump diameters and
assumptions about tree height, we can compare the historical condition at Gavan West. After logging around the turn of
the century, many of the surviving large trees blew down. It will be several more centuries before Gavan West regains the
majesty of 1900 AD.
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Stereograms are paired aerial
photos taken from slightly
different angles to produce a
3D image when printed out and
viewed with a stereoscope. Few
readers have stereoscopes, but
I've included stereograms
anyway because they reveal so
much more than you can see on
even the sharpest 2D photos.
Ask any forester or geologist
for a stereoscope lesson; you
may find yourself ordering one
of these invaluable tools.
Even without a
stereoscope you can see
stereograms in 3D. Try "free
viewing." Hold the photo-pair
a foot or two away. Look over
the top, focusing on a distant
object. Then drift your eyes
down onto the paired photos,
and try to make the double
images converge. It's much like
the trick your eyes perform
when viewing "3D Magic"
books.
Note that north is to
the left on the upper two photo
pairs but up on the lowest, and
on all following maps. Bearing
of stereograms is constrained
by the plane’s flight direction.
Top: Color infrared stereogram
of Sitka and Gavan Fan, NASA,
1998. Big spruce forest is
darker and coarser in texture.
Compare to habitat map on
page 20.
Middle: Stereogram of Gavan
Hill Fan, USFS 8/25/87.
Landmark Acres are lightly
outlined as W and E. Larger
trees on the well-drained
alluvial fan show as coarser
textured, gappier forest in these
large-scale photos.
Bottom: First air photos in
Southeast, US Navy, 1929.
Gap showed in forest canopy
over today’s Gavan West where
handlogging had most recently
concentrated. Large openings
south of the fan resulted from
recent logging and grazing.
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Logging targets the “big-tree
forest,” which could be defined
as stands with average tree
diameter greater than 21 inches.
The greatest acreage of
remaining big-tree forest near
Sitka is in the Indian River
Valley, and more remotely at the
heads of Salmon and Eva Lakes.
In Katlian, Nakwasina, Fish,
Rodman, Saook and Kelp Bays,
almost no big-tree forest
survived logging.
A comparison with
southern Admiralty shows the
difference between timberpriority and wilderness lands.

Gavan Forest habitat map. The
connecting loop of Gavan Hill
trail, Cross Trail and Indian
River trail is delightfully
diverse, transecting bog,
scrubby hemlock stands, and
majestic spruce forest.
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Definitions of some terms used in this guide:
riparian- The stream- or riverside community that is influenced
alluvium - Well-drained deposits of streams and rivers - typical
by flooding, and that contributes litter to the channel.
substrate for the big-tree forest.
second-growth - Even-aged forest recolonizing after a disturbance
alluvial fan - Deposit of alluvium at base of steep slope.
such as logging or wind throw.
big-tree forest - A stand with average diameter (dbh) greater than
stem map - A forester’s map showing tree trunks, down logs,
21inches (compare “volume” below).
vegetation, etc.
blowdown forest - Even-aged stand recovering from windstorm
stereogram - Pair of photos taken from slightly different angles to
that toppled the previous forest.
produce a 3D view when examined with a stereoscope.
capture - When a community resists transition to a more “adsvs- Stand visualization system. Computer-generated view of a
vanced” successional stage: e.g. alder capture delaying the succesforest stand, from measured heights, diameters and (X-Y) ground
sion to spruce/hemlock forest.
positions.
crown depth - Proportion of tree height occupied by living foliage.
volume - Measure of the total amount of wood per unit area dbh - Tree diameter at breast height, or 4.5 feet above ground.
usually in thousands of board feet per acre (mbf). Because densely
evergreen forbs - Low-growing plants that stay green all winter,
stocked medium-sized trees can have high volume, this term should
critical deer forage.
not be used synonomously with “big-tree forest.”
epicormic branching - Fresh branches from trunk of a spruce tree
whorl - Branches emerging from the same level on a young spruce
recently exposed to more light.
(not hemlock) tree.
floodplain - Level alluvial deposits along streams and rivers.
witches brooms. Swollen and proliferating branch clusters
hyporheic zone - Saturated sediment beneath and beside streams
caused by hemlock dwarf mistletoe
and rivers where ground and surface water meet.
wolf tree- Same as “open-grown,” above.
increment core - Wood sample taken from tree with increment
borer, for examination of annual rings.
karst - The topography developing on soluble carbonate rocks limestone and marble. Karst once supported the greatest big-tree
forests of Alaska.
landmark-tree forest - The best of the big-tree forest the cream of the cream.
mbf - Thousands of board feet per acre (see “volume”
below). More than 50 mbf is considered very high
volume
mistletoe, A parasitic seed-bearing plant whose roots
penetrate the bark of hemlock, slowing the tree’s growth.
nurse log - Dead log on the ground that provides a
rooting surface for hemlock or spruce seedlings.
open-grown - A conifer that grows in the open without
competition for light, characterized by large branches (or
later, their stubs) almost down to ground level.
pitch-outs - Spruce defends itself from bark beetles by
expelling pitch through the entry holes.
productivity - In forest habitats, usually expressed as net
rate of growth per unit time. Foresters also refer to “site
index” or the average height of a 100-year old tree on a
given surface type.
Gavan East diameter and height distributions. Number of
release - Increased growth rate of a tree following the
individuals
in each size class
demise of neighbors, detectable in increment cores.

Landmark Scores
BT diameter
height
BT score
mbf
stand score

Gav W
56”
150’
103
64
84

Gav E
75”
135’
117
56
87

#1 LT
105”
200’
168
127
147

Ghost
118”
~220?
187
230
210

These figures help to compare Gavan Forest to the
highest scoring LT stand in SE Alaska (#1 LT).
The last column on the right (Ghost) shows our
estimated measurements from a stand on Heceta
Island that was clearcut by handloggers in 1926.

Decade of germination. From cored trees on Gavan East and West.
Comparison with the Community LT site for Petersburg
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Landmark acre squares are 208 feet on a side. Five sampling points (pink diamonds on a cross
axis) are for volume estimation. On Gavan East acre, all trees over 5 inches dbh are shown. On Gavan West,
only 40-factor “in-trees” and other selected trees are mapped. Many small hemlocks occur that aren’t shown
here. Outside of the Landmark Acres, only trees of special interest near trails are shown.
The same applies generally to down logs. Only on the LT acres have most big logs been mapped.
State of decay is shown by the 5-class system: Class I still has fine twigs. Class II has shed its twigs but
retains bark. Class III has only branch stubs and most bark has fallen away. Log is self-supporting over a
span. Class IV logs are completely slumped to the ground. Class V can easily be kicked in with the foot.
On 1929 aerial photos, a distinct hole in the canopy was centered over Gavan West, where most of
the handcut stumps with still-evident springboard notches are found. After logging, wind further opened the
forest here. Uprooting is common on both plots, and many logs point downslope.

Gavan Forest Stem Map

